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Sinjimoru Magnetic
Multipurpose Cable
Management Clips with
Self Adhesive - Black [3
Pack]
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Short Description
The Sinjimoru Magnetic Cable Clips are a multipurpose cable management clip for PC, auto and Office
applications. With self adhesive these cable organizer clips are the greatest thing since sliced bread! ;). The
clips use a magnetic base to easily remove them. In an attractive black color this kit includes 3 magnetic cable
clips.
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Description
For a neat and tidy cable management environment
The Sinjimoru Magnetic Cable Clips are a multipurpose cable management clip for PC, auto and Office
applications. With self adhesive these cable organizer clips are the greatest thing since sliced bread! ;). The
clips use a magnetic base to easily remove them. In an attractive black color this kit includes 3 magnetic cable
clips.
The Sinjimoru Magnetic Cable Holder is the hassle-free solution to your convenient cable management. This
cable clip will firmly hold your cables in place and order and will stick no matter where you install it – on your
desk, your PC, in your car or even your bed! The included cushions make the cable holder compatible with
almost all types of USB cables.
Established in 2008, Sinjimoru keeps developing and offering popular idea products on IT accessories with
innovative changes. The philosophy of our goods is based on usability and beauty we are constantly striving
for. In order to fulfill our goal and improvements, we always endeavor the satisfaction of our customers.

Features
Features:
CABLE MANAGEMENT MADE EASY: The Sinjimoru Magnetic Cable Clip has the simple and convenient
answer to your cord management. It offers not only a neat and tidy organization of your cables, but its
magnetic function also keeps your cables to stay where it should be!
USB CABLE HOLDER FOR YOUR GADGETS: This magnetic cable organizer is designed to hold your
cables in a tight way so it prevents dropping or a loose fit of the cable. Use it as an excellent holder for
your Bluetooth headset or other USB gadgets!
UNIVERSALLY ATTACHABLE CORD ORGANIZER: The included 3M adhesive tape provides the customary
adhesive strength, which allows you to install the magnetic cable clips securely on all surfaces – eg. on
your desktop, home, office ,wall or even in the car dashboard!
UNIVERSAL COMPATIBILITY: Almost all kind of common USB cables between 2.6mm and 4.0mm are
supported. Feel free to attach your iPhone Lightning cable / MFI Lightning cable / micro 5 Pin USB cable
(2.6-3.0mm), your braided USB cable (3.5mm) or your type C cable / 22 AWG standard cable (4.0mm)!
PACKAGE INCLUDES: Magnetic Cable Holder – 3 pieces (bottom body, top cover, cradle, grey silicon
cushion, white silicon cushion), 3M adhesive tape 3 pieces. Cables are not included.
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Specifications
Notification for use
1. Depending on the size of your cable, please choose the appropriate silicon cushion.
- Gray Silicon Cushion: Common 2.6 or 3.0mm cables, like most MFI or USB cables
- White Silicon Cushion: 3.5mm cables, other fiber or rubber material-made USB cables
- No Silicon Cushion: 4.0mm cables like type C USB cable or 22 AWG USB cables
2. Insert the cable into the silicon cushion and connect the bottom body with the top cover.
3. Peel off the paper from the bottom of the cradle and then attach the cradle on the desired cable spot.
* In rare cases, the magnet could fall out of the cradle. Please contact PPCS in this case to get it replaced.

Additional Information
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SKU

MCH_BASC

Weight

0.3000

Color

Black

Wire Management Type

Clamp

Material

Plastic
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